Gotha in Europe:
One thousand six hundred (1600) years of Christian Church on Ukraine - example of
implementation of the Law Non-Destroy of an Intelligently - spiritual Labour in selfless activity
Metropoli’s Gotey and Cafa of stand in Crimea and in Mariupol
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express.”
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THE UNIFIED PEOPLE
On a history of Ukraine today is published so much contradictory "«near-archives" of the
information, that in "«noise" of tactical "«men-know-Ukraine" and very different
politologists founder the bits of the Truth, which one too are published and even are read, but
while this information does not find a public resonance because of « of constant vanity badpolicy-workers», seek to preservation at any cost of undeserved social status, on which one
while Real Chiefs in Eastern Europe do not <=y is severe attentions (simplly « arms(hand) do
not reach »).
Therefore very not prime path of the TRUTH to hearts of the simple people in Ukraine, but
the probably similar processes are characteristic not only for Ukraine. However, already that
this path of INTELLIGENTLY - SPIRITUAL GROWTH(INCREASE) is possible(probable)
- speaks about achievement of a new level of development of all modern civilization.
Though the whole seams of a history are ignored till now, which one, as aim us crafty to
convince, is far from the inquiries of a modernity, but actually only its correct analysis gives
moral and intellectual forces to all peoples of Eastern Europe, and probably will give these
forces and all world community. Not by gift the third thinker in a history of mankind Peter
Lavrovich Lavrov (1869) considered a HISTORY as the main humanitarian scientific
discipline, which one today imbibes in herself last achievements of natural sciences. And in
the near future on a desktop of the historian near to the computer and electronic addresses of
libraries and archives of a world listings genetic codes and comparative tables of ethnic
genotypes will appear. He will read indulgently monographies of the teachers, permanently
marking detected by decryption DNC of mismatch, but with melancholy will think of our
time, when still it was possible to put forward(extend) courageous hypotheses ground only of
archive materials. Let's take advantage "of «transition period" in historical science.
***
In 1998 for all of us were revelation of the monography of Arkadia Joukovski, foreign
member of a National Academy of sciences of Ukraine, Chairman scientific of Shevchenko’s
company in Western Europe and professor Srbone, which one he has handed over us with
pleasure on October 29, 1998 in Paris. In particular, 965 pages of the monography
«Bukovina: its Past and Present » (dr D. Kwitkowsky, Prof. T.Bryndzan, A. Zukovskyj. Copyright «Green Bukovyna», Paris - Philadelphia- Detroit, 1956) have made on all of us a
very steep impression by truthfulness and encyclopaedic of presentation of a material. Still
then there was a thought, that the description of a history Hettov, which one were operated
By «Gods) (elective kings), much plexiform with history of Gotes on territory of Eastern

Europe, than we was thought earlier. But only supervision and actual analysis of an
ethnographic material, and also actual situations, bound with a development of civil activity
in the Rostov area in 2001-2002, Has allowed to see an actual picture of development of the
socio-cultural processes in PriAzov in rather near for our educated contemporary past, when
were built up a fundamentals by all socio-dinamics of modern Europe.
Yes, dr D. Kwitkowsky, Prof. T.Bryndzan and professor Srbone A Joukovski are true, that
the memory about Zamolxis, which one and today is saved in villages on practically all
modern territory of Ukraine (about him sing the girl in holidays), testifies to
communication(connection) of the peoples inhabiting Ukraine with Hetty (p. 88). Them in
1956, as well as us today, imposes, that Hetty believed in immortality of the person (after
mors – the deceased fell to Zamolxis), and the annals have kept the characteristics of the
Hetty’s Kings, as fair, valiant, retiring. It is interesting, that under the datas reduced dr D.
Kwitkowsky, Prof. T.Bryndzan and professor Srbone A Joukovski all peoples on territory of
Ukraine by the independence both from Alexander Makedonsky and from his father of Philip
(399 up to AD), from Rome’s men and from the Greeks (pp.79-88) are obliged to Hetty. It is
interesting too, that Hetty’s men, as «Most-Right of the people» characterize and Gerodot
("«History", book. 4, part 93; 484-425 Up to AD.) And Tukided ("«History", 11, 97,5-6;
460-396 Up to AD), Strabon (Ancient Greek geograph, 63 up to AD) and Gomer ("«Illiada",
13 odes; 9 centuries up to AD). Apparently, what exactly such moral qualities also will
determine a role of this or that people in a history. And it is already really more fluidized
and, on ours, judgement more truthful view on a history, than all of the “skiph’s” version.
And an ethnic rod of Dakia were Hetty, in opinion of the professors of Europe (Paris). It is
ground of Books of Gerodot, "«Geography" of Ptolemy and the opinion of more late
contributors - P. Resler, K.Mulengoph, Cuno, G. Franke, A.Partickogo and other, the
territory of Hetty had following boundaries: in a north and in west they reached up to Dnestr;
from gulf of Dnestr the boundary went by sea up to the southern Balkan rivers, by which
one reached the slopes of Danube about an Iron capstan(winch), and from there north-up –
between the river Charny and apron plain Tisy. Capital late of the Dakia-Hetty’s kings was
Sarmizegethusa.
And the campaign per 513 up to AD King Dariya was not on skiffs (what is possible was
substantial to take from the poor nomads?), and on Hetty’s men, that becomes apparent from
the books of Strabon, Justin and Jordanis. This judgement was divided with them by the
historians Francium per 1956. By the way, the viceroy Alexander Macedonian - Zapirion,
repeatedly has tried to attack on an Hetty’s edge(boundarouse) per 327 up to AD and has
perished together with (30 000) soldiers. It is interesting, that third macedonian king Lizimah of the beginnings also with Hetty war per 301 up to AD, but in two campaigns has
sufferred a lesion, and his son, Ahatokl, was taken in a captivity. Therefore Lizimah has
concluded peace with the King of Hetty Doriketom and has returned even one of the
daughters for him in marriage. But per 292 up to AD Lizimah again has attacked on Hetty.
However him lured in steppe Bessabia and he contain with 100 000 soldiers has got in a
captivity. Here again there is that practically is not described in the annals, and probably in
general is an exclusive scarcity - Doriket releases(lets off) all prisoners of war on will (!!). It
is actual MORAL victory above ambitious, primitively obstinate devilry is captured on
tablets of a world(global) history. Really, it is honour to be the descendants of such people,
as the development in critical conditions(situation) of high moral qualities practically
guarantees long historical life to all state derivations headed by representatives of the highmoral people. Therefore occurrence(appearance) Dakia’s men in a north from Danube has
not interrupted of a Hetty’s history, and simplly has set the stage new for the Dakia-Hetty’s
Kings, as the language they had general(common). About first of the Gakia-Hetty’s King

Burvista (Boerebista) Strabon writes: «When Boerebista, from a kind Hetty, became the
master of an edge(boundarouse), he has found the people exhausted, delicated by long wars.
By the operations inuring to sobriety and a tight Labour he has shifted the people so, that
after some years has based the powerful state and the plenty of the neighbours has accepted
an authority Hetty. He even became terrible for Rome’s men … ». The historians of
boundary of the Dakia-Hetty’s State interestingly describe: in the south it rested on the
Balkan mountains, in a north boundary there was Dnestr in Galichina, in east - a God (! Why
there is no actual boundary?!), and in west Danube in Panonia. In 40-44 this state was
included up to two millions by the persons (A. Particky), and it speaks both about a level of
administration of government and about enough high level of spiritual values. Yes, what to
speak; if per 86 the Dakia-Hetty’s king Dekebal not only has made successful campaigns
against Rome’s men, but also, having conquered the Emperor Uliya, has caused the Rome’s
men to pay tribute by the way of annual gifts and dispatch in Dakia of the handicraftsmen. It
kept till 98. Only Roman Emperor to Trajan managed on time to occupy Dakia, but is far
from being all (Prof. A Jukovsky considers, that Bukovina never knew of Roman
occupation). In national Ukrainian songs the name of Trajan is not incidentally mentioned
(people has stored both conqueror and loss of ground, that practically more never repeated).
As «very much in time» there are GOTHA and Avrelian per 271 together with the Roman
population and with all troops go out from Dakia. Who after that will speak about GOTHA
in attitude(relation) Dakia-Hetty’s men, how about the conquerors?! And if no, that confirms
also by large community of the language, then the tendency is understandable IS OFF-THE
SHELF to distribute, christianity, adopted in 4 century, by the way arianisms (ecclesiast
Ulphilas) to all territory of the moving, as a faith in immortality throttle was a spiritually moral rod world out-look and for Hetty.
It is necessary to make only one step to comprehension of internal sources of selfdevelopment in PriAzov, and it is possible also of all locale between the Azov and Black
seas and Carpathians. And the historians of Europe practically have come nearer to this idea
in 1956T., when have mentioned, that the great movement(travel) of the peoples in 271 began
(as the executed clause of a treaty - is legiblly indicated year!), which one with interruptions
kept about 9 centuries of our era. They also have underlined, that «by the first nomadic
people, which one has arrived on territory of Ukraine, there were GOTHA», and « before the
travel this German nation has occupied territory above the Baltic sea and (p.88) were
engaged in cattle breeding». It is interesting, that in many tutorials is underlined, that the
GOTHA, since 200, « … have taken practically all territory of Ukraine bordering with
Dakia» (!!). And the professor Arkadiy Jukovsky also underlines, that «under onslaught of
the Gotha’s men Avrelian was compelled in 271 to withdraw a troops from Dakia». Whether
is asked on the prompt of the Kings of Hetty-Dakia there came GOTHA?! You see of severe
military conflicts between Hetty and GOTHA we in the annals shall not find. Word "of
«Gotha" is translated - as "«GODS", and boundary for Hetty in East (that we mentioned
above), as though specially for our comprehension of relationships of these related peoples,
was - "«God" (!). By the way, the historian Alexander Macedonian Arrian in «Histories
Alexander Great» characterized Hetty, as «very militant nation, which one trusts in
immortality throttle and is engaged in agriculture » (such people quietly could accept only
allies) is it is possible to say about the majority Ukrainian today.
But for the substantiation of our first position the following characteristic of GOTHA is
matters given by the professor Sorbona Arkadiy Joukovski: «Having accepted christianity,
they have begun to distribute this faith on our spaciousnesses » (!). By the way, in 6 century
the Gotha’s Bishop and the historian Iordanes recalls in the own book «a Beginning of a
history of GOTHA» about beggining of travel of the slavs. And from here and first

conclusion, that not only the slavonic nations are an ethnic rod of the Ukrainian people, and
probably and in general their role was in that time minor. As though confirms this
assumption at that, that in the people was kept and prolongs to be saved contrasting
Ukrainian in PriAzov, as well as in all Ukraine, "«Moscow’s men" - ethnic Russians. It
would be very simple all to write off on "«errors" and pressure of the Russian autocracy. And
whether only this autocracy was Russian? It already other problem, which one we shall light
in the following article.
We in this article shall try to answer a problem: « And whether there is any actual base to
contrasting Ukrainian and Russians? ».
And the answer to it is not hidden in archives, and is seen even of their above-stated material.
And main difference - in practice of realization and acceptance of christian values. And it is
extremely severe also each think reader can see that principled difference, which one makes
a rod of higher spiritual on territory of Ukraine saved by ours fathers. This rod gives us today
basis with hope to look at Europe, planning(gliding) actual, instead of formal, integration in
european community.
At once for "a «nomenclature" critic want to give to us the mark of Russia-fobia
(conventional shortcut for all "«discordant"), but it is far from being and we hope, that the
readers can in all disassemble.
DECISIVE ARGUMENTS
The impatient Russian will exclaim, so that, you want us to convince, what it is possible to
consider a history of Christian Church in Ukraine, since 4-th centuries, i.e. after acceptance
of christianity as GOTHA?! Well and what is it basically changes?
Yes, we want to convince, that one of the most severe ethnic rods of the Ukrainian people is
a GOTHA’S unit, which one most of all has exhibited himself in COSSAKS - is first. And
second - is extremely basic – humanity value for the Ukrainian people has the fact of
acceptance of Christianity by GOTHA, realization and not tactical perception of his basic
values (instead of political solution of Vladimir, when «baptized by a fire and sword») with
simultaneous creation of GOTHA’s Metropolite stand in Crimea. With its basis also should
count existence the Ukrainian Christian Church (the stand formed by Constantinople during
unity of Christian Church). By the way, 24 metropolitans Gotey and Cafa, the Sacred
Ignatius has died in 1783. on Metropolitans Gotey and Cafa to stand in Mariupol (in
Ukraine), as the locum tenen of a throne of the Ecumenical patriarch, having distributed the
effect not only on all PriAzov and Crimea, but also on Zaporozhye (is captured in the
Highest Decrees). And third - the revision of time actual, adequate(answering) to the
historical truth, beginning of operation in Ukraine of Christian Church puts Ukraine in a
number(series) of the states of Europe, which one by one of first have accepted Christianity,
as, as state religion the Christianity was in the state GOTHA’s "«Hermanariha". Its capital
was of Kiev, and Ukrainian Cossacks-sociaty actually is the ideological and spiritual
successor its sociaty, permanently aiming to independence. From here and such "«love" to
the Cossacks and persistent scrambling of Empire with Cossacks-sociaty, which one did not
cease neither in UV11 century, nor in UV111 and U1U centuries, and which one had came
till 20 years XX of century exhibited in the most feral(natural) and bloody forms of "«breakcossacks" (about its on Ukraine practically is not known, since suffered affliction Kuban).
And as always - the Cossacks answered by recalcitrance and sharp protest, partially having
moved, as well as per past centuries, in Turkey.
COMPLEXITY And SIMPLICITY of the PROOFS

To prove ethnic affinity(proximity) Cossacks and GOTHA, on the first view, it seems is very
difficult(complex). Even today to us "by «whisper" tell, how the archeological monuments
are deleted, which one testify to the Greek history in PriAzov and PriBleaksia. It happens «as
naturally », but main - happens. See, what became with pipettings started in 1853 in Tanais
and with monuments of Greek in world famous Olvia, and square on seaside quay in
Taganrog, where before its creation by decades found drilling breakss Greek’s cap of 6-th
century up to AD, and today under « asphalt paths» it is possible only to guess finds - are all
"«randomnesses"? About german effect and to speak it is not necessary, since practically all
villages in PriAzov, where were of fundamental german construction, have declared in due
course unpromising and practically all these houses today are destroyed. But there is a
memory in metal and rock to delete much more easy, than in the people. And the people,
actually, nothing has forgotten and will not forget, as though politically loyal historians tried.
Whether and so difficultly to find the documentary proofs? It appears - no. Let's light the first
fundamental issue. Whether there are basis to assert(approve), what the acceptance of
Christianity should not wear sharply expressed political character, and first of all - to be
accompanied by the tight internal work entering on this path of spiritual construction?
THE CONFESSOR CANNOT BE ADVANCED a software to the ORDER
History has put experiment and to our happiness the civilization the chance yet has not lost.
All of us as miss from a field of vision the Armenian Church. And you see Armenia per 301
years became the first state accepting Christianity as state religion (!). How well be
"«pioneer" each contributor well knows.
Therefore it was necessary to small Armenia in 312-313 to counter to Great Rome trying to
urge again to worship to the pagan graven images. But the Emperor to a Maximin had to
struggle for the first time with the christian people and he has receded (!). Doubtlessly, what
is it for centuries has sped up acceptance by Roman Empire of christianity, which one per
325 (under the initiative of the Emperor Konstanyin) has conducted 1-st Ecumenical council
and on its «Article "of faith" was adopted. And already Emperor Pheodosiy 1 (379-95) has
issued a decree about closing all pagan temples and the christianity finally has turn intoed
state religion for all Empire. In the same time and the GOTHA too christianose (!). As we
see - backlogs(lag) in spiritual growth(increase) ours Fathers to ourselves did not allow. But
all started with small Armenia and with sincere spiritual Labour of King Trdata, sacred
Voskenianov and Sukiaseanov.
Has passed more than six hundred years - and Russia, the part of pagan slavonic nations
come to an authority in the GOTHA-hetty’s State (is more valid), has accepted christianity
(988), but Europe and Armenia is far from being as, and without delay, as very much the
policy solution at the expense of strongest pressure of a state authority, when «Putiata
baptized by a fire, and Dobrynia - sword». It is impressionable Armenian King together with
all court yard Grigoriy Prosvetitel 66 days preached christianity, but only then - after
executed large intelligently - spiritual Labour - baptized. The chiefs of the slavs have
preferred the strong-willed, extreme accelerated solution, when who is not enough something
realized (certainly, «the catechumen pagans» could not agree with such unscrupulousness
and have estimated all happening as violence). On how much it all is severe better will tell
theologists, the historians and psychologists, and we can only with a position of a system
approach say, that any violence can not pass without consequences, which one at large scale
will be felt by centuries.

The healing of King Trdata about the subsequent acceptance of christianity by all imperial
court yard and declaration of christianity by state religion of Armenia is possible to estimate,
as outcome of an intellectual Labour and sermons of apostle Phadey, apostle of
Wartholomew, consequence having put of Spiritual exploit - martyrdom - sacred womenripsemianok. To him the contemporaries the special value then, but also the World today
very highly is evaluated by such Labour and untimely maintenance from life by each
christian throttle (see WWW.CIC-WSC.org ).
But, that is interesting - the Armenian Church was shaped and was plotted in Armenia as the
independent, autocephalous christian Church, but with full observance(holding) of seven
ordinances (baptism, miro-spread, repentance, partaking, wedding ceremony, ordaining,
soborovania). Therefore for consecration(ordination) in Lord of the bishop St. Grigpriy
Prosvetitel, healed Trdata, solemnly has departed to Cesarea Kappodakiyskaya, where was
hand-put the Kappodakiyskaya’s bishops led by Leontiy Cesariysky. In general everything,
that is known to us about first steps of christianity in Armenia and construction of a
Cathedral St. Echminadzina (303 «Has left Only-begotten»), the spiritual threads from which
one connected and will connect together hearts of all Armenians settled on a world, urges
with any special respect to fall into of that tradition of religion, which one was established in
Armenia.
In the fundamentals of this tradition the Bible lies, and also solutions of the first three
Ecumenical councils - Nicaean (325), Konstantinopol (381) and Effeskogo (431), i.e. those
cathedrals on which one did not influence yet opposition of Rome and Constantinople (!).
And you see in the same period GOTHA was acceptance of christianity, which one were
learned to arianism till 381 by the bishop GOTHA’s Ulphilas, erected in Lord in
Constantinople per 341 (!). Last, in my judgement, is specially important. Such steep
communication(connection) Gotey with ecumenical patriarchy has allowed through 1437 in
September, 1778 - before allowed Crimean Hahn by a conclusion of the christians from
Crimea - 24-XY Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa, Ignatius to serve an action of thanksgiving to
the centuries-old Patroness of the christians in Crimea - God's Mother, on which one were
present also archimandrite of the Armenians Markos (!) and roman catholic pastor Yakov (!).
Was not till 1054 and already for a long time no (after 1967T.) Even of formal
inconsistencies between the christians, which one would not allow together to be asked to the
one God. But in UV111 century it for the first time for many centuries was executed by 24
Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa. And this not random phenomenon, and principles of
IKONOMIA, deeply acquired and lead up to practical implementation. A little prematurely
to do such severe conclusion, but I shall state the supposition, what exactly therefore to
Katalikos of all Armenians come also of Alexias II (bulwark of the Russian Orthodoxy), and
Ioann Paul Second (bulwark of a catholicism)., therefore in city, where there was last
Metropolitan stand - of 24 Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa, of the Sacred Ignatius - in Mariupol
- the Civil International Committee on preparation of a public opinion for realization of the
First World-wide Congress of a Spiritual Unification in New York in 2001 is generated and
consequently since 2003 in Spain (Zaragoza) the electronic journal of Civil International
Committee (see works. www.cic-wsc.org ), which one permanently subjects to attacks of
hackers (all of us realize why), but which one prolongs to bear light of the TRUTH to the
intellectuals of a World. All this not random phenomena, and deeply interdependent
developments of honest intelligently - spiritual Labour of indigenous population of PriAzov
and all Ukraine, in lodes(veins) of which one the blood of the proud and spiritually of
developed people flows, which one the historians of all world name as the GODS - GOTHA.
What the steep sincerity of a faith and hope outgoes from St. Echminadzina and from
Temples of PriAzov and Crimea. The believers in these locales do not want to listen

spiritually to reprobate people invoking for bribery and a computer terror (Conferences by
2003 and 2004 in Mariupol). They are much higher already today of flow of political gamble
and nobody of the necessary scrambling for an authority (specially, when it is visible, that by
an authority could not and can not use in concerns of the people to any more its seek). By the
way, such ironic attitude to an authority exhibited and Hetty, which one quietly returned a
visible authority that Skalotam in 5 century up to AD, Bastarnam per 185 etc. - there was no
yet actual threat of loss of the ground. The wise people did not want to waste time on
anybody the waste game of artificial ambitions, as well as today - present Ukrainian you will
see in policy very little - uninteresting for them this occupation - it while reprobately, in their
judgement.
And what happens on «the originally Russian grounds »? The constant military campaigns
and, as outcome, regeneration in the Middle Ages of paganism, about which one very
figuratively and sympathetically are written by the academician Boris Alexandrovich
Rybakov (« Peter Borisovich: search of the writer «Words about a shelf Igor», 1991). But
there can be this temporary departure, and all was farther only at a high level of spiritual
culture? If - there is a very severe certificate Alexander Sergeevich Pushkin. In « Two
fragments from other books» (Compositions A.S.Pushkin: the full convention in one Tom. //
Publ. 6th , under edit. P.V.Smirnovskogo. - [., 1909) A.S.Pushkin results following words in
1725 on a bier of Peter First: « Exhorting has read above him a sacrament prayer: I believe,
My God, and I profess, yako You esi and other. Peter has said: « I believe, My God: help me
to my faithlessness» and it everything, that rather wondrously (is said in the manuscript of
the witness) with affection, by a face to glad very could made, spoke; after has silented ... ».
If in 1725 the Emperor of the Russian Empire, with a name which one till now is linked by
successes of Russia down to the first industrial revolution, asks the GOD to help to him in
his faithlessness, all unimaginable difficulties of becoming of Christianity on all territory of
Russia become clear. And it is more to stay on this problem there is no sense. It is possible
only to mark, that absence of the deeply acquired moral principles and intellectual
fundamentals in administrative a ethnic-social layer aimed always to indemnify mandatory
total
control and absolutely brutal control, even the most close members of
monogynopaedium were attracted in which one. So, father of A.S.Pushkin the governor has
attracted in this activity, having entrusted to keep track of by the son (and he has not dared to
refuse!). About it with a deepest bitter taste writes A.S.Pushkin in the letters and it is possible
to present spiritual unrests and feel no-exit, which one were gone through by this talented
person. But even, despite of it, he did not aim at mors, as it would be desirable for some
«workers of a secret political police». The Great Intellectual of a World up to the end
struggled with dullness and obscurantism "of «Spectators", slowly and steadily deleting the
own people (read the letters of the poet and you agree with us), providing yourselves full
idleness and, certainly, sluggish and comfortable degradation. With what there «Article "of
faith"! All degenerates in a formalism and profanation.
And about "«epoch" 30 years XX of century in Soviet Russia are written hundreds volumes
of researches, novels and angry articles in all angles of a world. In this period of a power of
the Sacred Ignatius from Church have thrown in a cellar of a local lore museum (but also that
well, that have not deleted), and all Temples in Mariupol have destroyed, only in Taganrog
have kept Russian Church, and Greek and Armenian too have destroyed. And such was
watched on all territory of Ukraine. However … Temples have revived at first in 1943T., and
then is final in 80 years XX of century. And this process to not stop any more.
Really - the confessor cannot be advanced under the order, but it is impossible under the
order and to delete!

THE PHENOMENON GOTHA
The historians, as by Eastern, and Western Europe exhibit infrequent unanimity in the
description of this people, and main - in his definition: the Gods (Gote on the german God)
and all. Any people on our planet has not kept in a history behind itself such of the take upon
himself name. Probably, it would be desirable much, and the destiny has disposed only and
not differently. Than special this people differed which one, in opinion of the historians
Francium and Ukrainian diaspores, distributed christianity to territory of Ukraine, how are
you think? Where was there a state of "«Hermanariha there "?
Krager M.K. in the monography «Ancient Kiev. Essays on a history of material culture of
ancient Russian city. (\.1. - Moscow - Leningrad; publishing house AS USSR, 1958) wrote:
«The Dnepr’s city some time was capital of GOTHA of a Kingdom … In an ancient song
about Attila … there is a similar word - Danpar - «of a Dnepr’s place a famous forest » …
the Explanation of a fitted verse "«Hamdismal" results that in this song - one of most ancient
songs Eddy - goes speech about capital of GOTHA in any place of Eastern Europe, above
"«Danpar", which one is naturally identified with … by Dnieper … Locating a place on a
coast of Dnieper, which one could be by arena of operations of the heroes "«Hamdis-mal",
Vigfusson considered, Danparstadir the ancient central city on Dnieper - unconditionally of
Kiev … Here in Kiev Vigfusson sees central point of GOTHA’s Empire - capital
Hermanariha» (pp. 65-69). With him it is difficult to disagree, taking into account that
position, which one we saw with the german colonizers till 1917, and specially, those
tendencies, which one have developed in an educational orb.
Therefore we want to give little part of own information in this system of the proofs. In 2002,
we were in Russian-Ukrainian «joke of immigration» and considering in Taganrog a not so
qualitative photocopy of a card of Fra Mauro (1459), we have made small discovery. At first,
title of the neer-Black-sia’s region between Dnieper and Danube legiblly acts, which one is
named Gothia , and locale for the first thresholds of Dnieper - Ruenia.
Secondly, the titles of cities are written or so shallowly, that they on the small format of a
photocopy almost cannot be disassembled, or in general there are no titles. With ancient
block constructions in region Tanais all is differently. It is doubtless, that the Tanais’s locale
on scales of that time densely enough was populated (some cities), and in region of a ]=^=horn its are two cities. Their general(common) title is specially given by large characters at
the expense of the area, which one should take MEOTT_ (Meotida - Azov sea). Also does
not call doubt, that seven characters identified correctly, and eighth character, though
resembles and "«o" and "«u", but is closer to "the «U" character. Therefore in a Latin record
the title will look like the following - Hupache. It is approximately possible to give following
translation Hupache - center of trade and packing (shopping center).
And if to use the old-Gotha’s dictionaries, we, probably, shall receive more faithful
representation about a title of the largest trade centre in PriAzov, which have many hundreds
years. This Centre one simplly stands on an is fundamental made system of the underground
communications(services lines), in which one even during showers it is dry (the natural
cooling works), as the local residents tell.
These constructions are "«younger" considerably, than ancient -Greek’s port in this region
(2700 to colonies Mileta in PriAzov; for 40 minutes the students in region of ancient port
have found 7 pieces of the ancient-Greek caps!), since they already have a masonry arch of
walls and very developed system of croppings in seams of rock not subjected to common
movings(movements). And all this speaks that by us practically in a cabinet are retrieved « of
a marine capstan» of GOTHA’s "«Hermanariha" in PriAzov. It would be desirable to find
more archeological confirmations of this hypothesis.

By the way, the hypothesis about existence in an antiquity Hupache - center of trade - is
published by us in the article « a FORGOT CARD: Taganrog is much old than the official
version » (A.Polansky, newspapar "«Almamater" TIM&E, a 4 (25), 2002. – p. 2) and in the
Report a 9 Azov Department of AES&E (Taganrog - Mariupol, 2002).
***
The position Orbine Mavro is close to us, that Gotha « transmit under command of King
Philimira in a Scythia named Ovin, then have stayed at the people Skallah. They winned
them and these, were divided Gotpha. One part of Gotpha has subdued to itself Egypt. Other,
under command Amada of the King has gone to East. Other under board Valtovym have
addressed to West » (Orbine Mavro. The book historiography beginnig name, glory, and
extension of the people slavonic. Is collected from many books historical, through mister
Marourbina of the Archimandrite Ragujsky. - Is transferred with italian to the Russian
language and is printed out … in the St.-Petersburg Printing house, 1722, August per 20
days).
However, destiny of this people in PriAzov and on spaciousnesses of Ukraine us most of all
stirs. You see the historians uniquely indicate that the GOTHA’s King Hermanarih was
routed Hunny per 375 (but it has not stopped missionary activity of first metropolitan Gotha
Ulphilas, which one kept 6 years bishopic ministering). But who stood for invasion Hunny?
Whom it, first of all, was expedient? The problems not such insoluble, as it seem on the first
view. Invasions it is in general simple so do not happen and « the movements(travel) of the
peoples» have not only natural basis,(fundamentals,) independent of the people, (diverse
natural cataclysms), but also political reasons. Apparently, what to whom that was expedient
to lower a role of the Gotha’s State, but whom? Probably, that people, which one planned to
reach on of Gotha’s ground. Whether the nomads Hunny in PriAzov and in Ukraine were
long held, how are you think ?
Them is very fast and without the special battles the slavs have pushed aside, which one
before is successful for itself interact with Bospor’s Kingdom (not without reason Tanais was
considered of the Greek-meot’s trade centre), actively counteracting together with Rome to
strengthening of Pont’s King Mitridat. Prince of the slavs Tazavaza has come in a history by
scrambling with by Pont’s Kingdom. Certainly, the Greek political wisdom was acquired by
a young ethnos and he in GOTHA has seen for himself much more large hazard, than in
Rome and Greeks. Of course, the slavs also were by the successors of Gotha’s territories, and
having come in Kiev, they already from this geopolitical center of an ancient world have
begun to dictate conditions of the agreements of Byzantium. This view supports M Korduba
(«an Illustrated history of Bucovyna», 1901), which one also considers, that the slavs came
from east after departure of the German and Mongolian peoples. Certainly, this first slavonic
state named Annty, is long not live (5-6 ct.), since actually GOTHA did not concede the run
in grounds (it it is visible even from a card of Fra Mauro). Some names Annty’s men Mezamir, Ardahast, Pirohast today are known for us even, and prince Goz (is very similar on
"«God"), as well as all his predecessors on these grounds - has become famous by campaigns
on Byzantium. By the way, GOTHA describe them, as persevering and valiant people, which
one liked public life. Therefore it is possible to make the appropriate supposition. It was
practically first in a modern history (starting anno Domini) test of strength between GOTHA
and slavs, which one saw, strangely enough, general purposes in achievement expedient to
themselves interactions (trade, obtaining of tribute) with Byzantium.
The mutual respect, and is possible also complexity in many respects of general(common)
geopolitical problems, has reached the apogee, probably, at kinging of Askold (856-882) in

Kiev, which one not only has accepted christianity, but also in his board in Kiev the first
christian bishop of Kiev Michael (M.Taube “ Rome et la Russie avant l'invasion des Tatars ”,
1, Paris, 1947) worked. And it almost 100 years prior to official baptism (!). Any historian
does not doubt of an ethnic fitting soldiers of Askold, as well as him to the variags-GOTHA.
And temporary transfer of a military authority to the descendants of GOTHA from shores of
the Baltic sea is beaten in an official history, as «the Scandinavian version of kinging».
Askold also, as well as practically all his predecessors and GOTHA and slavs, traditionally
was made by a campaign on Constantinople/King-city in 860. And per 874 between his
principality and Byzantium was are concluded the trade and cultural agreements. After
Askold some time was Dir. For this period the managers of the slavs has collected strength
and could again leave on an independent level of control by enough large territory. You see
that in Tmutorokan of ground originally went into Kiev Russia - it is a not ordinary fact. In
these grounds it is necessary to search for sources of that political intrigue, which one has
resulted from the slavonic state derivations have made of the powerful State in U century
(the political Greek wisdom from Bospor’s Kingdom was intensively acquired). Certainly, a
GOTHA’s unit aimed organically to enter in a structure of the first large slavonic state. But
this was hindered by distribution GOTHA practically on all modern territory Germanium and
Poland, where they created the independent states, keeping in touch with a spiritual native
land - Christian GOTHA’s Archdiocese in Crimea. To hinder officially this was difficultly,
as were necessary the GOTHA’s soldiers and the state’s people. Russia was boosted, but has
grown effect and independent of the GOTHA’s States.
And at this time and Hazar’s Kaganat (headed a follower of a judaism) has shown the forces,
having united in a unified fist of the nomads (not only Greeks and slavs to use their services).
Olga it was necessary, as with the most malicious enemies (if you read honor closely annals,
you will be afraid) to do with the non-payers of excessive tribute (intended to Hazar’s men)
on recently affixed grounds. And nomadic peoples have begun everyone is more severe to
declare the rights on signing on a civilization under the standard script (union to culture
through war with more developed people). Certainly, Svatoslav Valiant (964-972) has
refreshed information base of political experience of the slavs on organization of interaction
with the nomadic peoples, when has destroyed of Hzar’s city Itill, Sarkel and Semender (not
all chiefs of Kaganat were deleted by prince), but the most refined and perspective political
combination was still far at the front.
Probably, much till now would be represented to us not clear enough since 1200 for 1500,
but we in 2002 have acquainted with the very tactical book "«EMPIRE" (Nosovsky G.,
Fomenko b.), published in 2000T. The writers render to all readers really «Bear’s service» when they the immorality making moral – it is untihumanity. However, number(series) of the
facts which have been set up in it, the attentions merit. They, by the way, confirm all most
courageous hypotheses of L.N.Gumilev. And the essence of these ideas is encompass byed
following. On a large literary and archeological material is rotined, that the Powerful
Mongolian Empire is than diverse, as Great "«Mongolian" Russia (p. 246). And further
writers give the treatment of well-known events. So, for example, they consider, that:
« In 1223 « the Mongols » = great have routed polovecky (=defghijk?) and Russian (=
prussia-gotha?) and a south-west-slavonic troops.
In 1230-1236 years "«Mongols" = great have intruded on Caucasus.
In 1236 have devastated Great Armenia. « The Mongols have fired almost all Armenian
cities also have deleted capital of Great Armenia, city Any, which one could not recover after
that rout » (After Marco Polo. Travels western travelers in countries of three Indiums. - M.:
Science, 1968. – p. 161) …
In 1238 "«Mongols" = great have trapped of Kiev.

In 1240 Poland was waste.
In 1241 "«Mongols" = great have routed army Henry Silezsky neer Wroclav.
In 1241 have intruded Poland (= Polovecky’s ground?), and then - in Hungary, Moravia and
Silezia.
In 1242 the troops of khan Batyua = Cossack Batko has reached shores of the Adriatic sea.»
(pp.146 -147).
It is not very interesting to us at all to attempt to patch all "«too courageous" hypotheses of
the writers, but one - the truth, that REALLY GREAT TATARIA (on many «recently
detected» cards captures territory of all countries of Eurasia with a planned economy!?)
could not do without the help of one of the european peoples, which one had an appropriate
intellectual level of development. Therefore, probably, Lev N. Gumilev was of the rights there were allied attitudes of the slavs Russia with unions of nomadic tribes, which one name
in a world(global) history "by «Mongols".
Certainly, « WESTERN EUROPE WAS In a PANIC, the PAVOR HAS ENVELOPED NOT
ONLY to GERMANIUM, BUT And FRANCIUM, BURGUNDIA And SPAIN and has
entailed full stagnation of trade of England with continent. The exception was made only by
the emperor Fridrih II, which one conducted with Batyj correspondence obvious and secret»
(Gumilev L.N. Ancient Russia and Great Steppe. - M.: Thought, 1992. – p. 512). It is being,
especially it is impossible to overlook(forget), that in Europe at realization of act of war the
knights aimed to keep a Papal Bulla about impermissibility to use supports under arbalets,
that the accuracy of fire, and consequently also probability of assassination was not
increased. But absolutely other principles were for the soldiers who have come from East,
which one applied at a conduct of combat venenate booms, and in combination to an onion
"«Sagaydak" (product of military art) to be salvaged practically it was impossible. Victory (if
this beating name as a combat) should be practically absolute. When the christian precepts
even were harmful to an invasion army.
The response of christian Europe was unequivocal, but not dispossessed critical thought:
«Suppose, that these TARTARS, one mention which one very bad, happen from ten nations,
which one have followed, having rejected the law of Moses, behind the golden bullocks and
which one at first Alexander Macedonian attempted to grind among abrupt Caspian
mountains by pitch rockss. When he has seen, what is it business it is from above of human
forces, has invoked to the aid of the God of Israel, and refer tops of mountains one another
and the place, unapproachable and no-go was derivated ...
However, as is written in « to a Scientific history », they will leave on an edge(boundarouse)
of a world to bring to the people great disasters. There is nevertheless doubt, whether are
them the nowadays issued tartars, wherefore they do not speak on the european language, do
not know the law of Moses, do not use and are not operated(controled) by legal institutions»
(Rayt Dj. To Geographical performances in epoch of crusades. (Research of medieval
science and traditions in western Europe.) - M.: Science, 1988. - pp. 240-241).
Really, invasion has exposed not only Europe, and famous «a Yellow campaign» on all
territory of modern Iran and Iraq down to Damascus? Unless only against men of christianity
there was act of war, how are You ? Make all this may the soldiers could only, which one
practically did not profess any of world(global) religions, and main - their chiefs concepts of
conscience and nonpredatory Labour were alien.
Us want to assure, that all this was coolly planned and is realized by the maximum
dignitaries ancient Russia (!?). It up to what degree is necessary to not like the people, that to
its have thinking, how are You ! And even with pleasure to quote, that «down to UV11 of
century on Russia the flow went Western-European argentum … Russia was literally choked
with argentum and gold at full absence in that time of own argentine ore mines»

(G.Nosovsky and A.Fomenko with the link on Spasskogo I.G. «Russian efimky. Research
and directory ». - Novosibirsk: Science, Sib. Board, 1988. – p.5). Certainly, smoke without a
fire does not happen. Probably, also there was a unreasonable tribute on the WesternEuropean states, but then becomes understandable all feral skews in the Russian censorship
(not of Volter’s thoughts was afraid Benkendorf). And the reasons of feral suffocating
atmosphere for an imperial throne are clear to us todayl. Think, who feels himself - that
worse who pays tribute or that who it receives? Certainly, last permanently feels himself by
the THIEF. And this intellectual press rises within several centuries if to believe G.Nosovsky
and A.Fomenko. What inhuman psychologic load on administrative frames, from which one
and to evade it is impossible, and the monogynopaedium of the Emperor is compelled to bear
as a lamb to the slaughter this cross practically up to the end. Difficultly have prayed a
centuries-old crime against millions people - even in its not having repented, specially, when
also faith is adopted from political reasons. But main - it is necessary all to hide from the
own people, which one should provide permanently belligerent army (it is necessary to keep
all to keep in awe) foodstuffs and soldiers, which have grown numb and expecting the best
times. Will be whether there best times for loafer ?
The one who recommended such nonequivalent exchange between West and East is fine
perceived - on what dooms the receivers of tribute. He perceived - what waves of hatred will
mount against «of the collectors tallers». It was the artful and thin revenge for robbery and
own degrading, and on the part of the slavs - plate of absence of comprehension of moral
trues (you see the people all the same should for it pay). This was necessary (?!) permanently
to bring up Europe to such degraded pavor - «In January, 1567 the general(common)
audition has passed, as if great prince Moscow is already completely to a new campaign on
Lithuania and accumbent countries in following year. Yes the God will pay all this to best.
Owing to so numerous campaigns and famous particular acts the NAME MOSCOW’s MAN
BECAME a SUBJECT of GREAT PAVORS FOR ALL ADJACENT PEOPLES And EVEN
In GERMAN GROUNDS, so that there is a fear, that the God on great our sins … will
subject us to gross tests from moscow’s man, Turks or any other great monarches and strictly
will punish us » (Gerbershteyn Sigizmund. A slip about MoscowLand.- M.: Edit. in MDU,
1988. – p. 78).
On how much severe there were payments of Europe it is possible to see from the will of
Venetian Doj Tomazo Mochenigo (1414-1423), which one marked, that Venice mints
annually 1,2 million. golden and 800 thousand argentine dukats, from which one 300
thousand dukats departs to SYRIA and EGYPT (see. G.Nosovsky and A.Fomenko). If after
G.Nosovsky and A.Fomenko to suspect, that these means fell on Russia, the hatred of the
Europeans to all financial managers of Russia of that time is clear. And them to search long
it is not necessary. What world(global) center was not subjected to plunder "by «Mongols"?
Correctly, therefore Doj of Venice E.Dandolo has resulted the crusaders in Constantinople
and has plundered it (it was, on visible, is far from being his whim).
Very dearly the people of Russia has paid for such geopolitics - practically by century
hibernation combined to full stagnation of all thought and civil life (of a consequence that all
of us today is perceptive), and consequently also absence of actual intelligently - spiritual
development. And at this time Europeans searched for escaping a financial bench vice and
opened America; increased competitiveness of the goods, committing industrial revolutions.
The peoples developed, instead of it is simple very bad life, permanently waring and
threatening the neighbours! Simplly surprised, as Russia has not turn intoed Turkey with its a
Lekurg’s system (all the same christian precepts the people has perceived).
But, most likely, at all apparent reasonableness and organization of maintenance of the
european population is there was, probably, an enforced policy under effect «for itself wise»

of the advisers of following to passonarity rise(ascent) of a self-consciousness of the
nomadic peoples of Asia. So, apparently, considered Lev Nikolaevich Gumilev and his point
of view we divide.
But is simultaneous with such particular acts was solved the problem engagings to
indispensable on Russia of activity and descendants of the GOTHA’s population. And there
was no other path, since whence was to take the capable people (own masters did not
prepared, and "«destroy" in constant campaigns and wars).
As the descendants GOTHA have restored peaceful life on considerable territory of Ukraine
(in the lower reaches of Dnieper) and in Crimea to U111 century. The robust, hardy,
hardworking population of PriAzov allowed effectively to work even to the market of the
slaves in Cafe (Feodosiya, Crimea) during centuries (was possible to trade only robust
people). And they were by the main force in scrambling with by GREAT TATARIA in
Europe, where by them the generated(set up) states desperately acted against the conquerors.
We shall see it in figure from the book « The travels of Marco Polo. » (The complete YoleCordier edition. V.1.2. - NY: Dover Publications, 1992), on which one the figure of Tatar’s
man under legs Henrih II, prince Silezia, Krakow and Poland placed on a tomb in Breslay of
this prince, killed in battle with the tartars is visible «at Liegnitz, April 9, 1241» (see. A Fig.
1).
Attempt to lean on this people in Russia implemented on many lines - and through link
entrainments them in the Cossack detachments, which one alone and were based in the
beginning from the descendants of GOTHA; and in attracting in Russia of the german
handicraftsmen, military, peasants, scientific, trade people; and even in installation of
dynasty rejects with german aristocracy. Always managers of the slavs aimed to take the
most of this, on the present, special people, encouraging even learning of the german
language practically on all modern territory of Ukraine.
But with them was very difficult of the Russian Emperors. They did not want to reconcile to
extreme stagnant character of existence in Empire. Tens revolts Cossack – GOTHA is
characterize this people, as extremely fissile and original. Yes the Cossacks because they had
of the GOTHA’s radicals did not give education, hoping, that of them will forget all, but a
memory was leving, and the musical faculty «of All-Ukrainian University» worked on each
farm - people was singing, dancing and have developed contrary to all "«wise men".
Therefore Nation remembered both Mazepa, and Pilip Orlik. The Nation remembered both
Kalnyshevskogo, and Grigoriy Catholic. The people has stored the memory about both
Stepan Razin, and Emeljyan Pugachev, and Peter First with the senators even is very good
had remembered of the Bulavin’s revolt. As far as and extreme the bad (uninteresting) life
was in Empire best has shown A.S.Pushkin in «Histories of Pugachev’s revolt», when both
clergy of small cities and people, practically knowing of the future end of Pugachev,
supported him at his throwing on Russian Land from Kuban up to the Murom forests and
from Siberia up to Moscow, bringing bread salt, entering in squads and in general aiming
even hour, but to live on FREEDOM! And it kept up to the end of 1775, is probable, and
consequently it was possible 24 to Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa, Sacred Ignatius to remove
the christians from Crimea in PriAzov on the Land of home grandparents. The Cossacks Gotha have helped to GOTHA and christians of Crimea and Metropolitan of the archdiocese.
Interestingly - has understood it A.S.Pushkin whether or not? Is probable, when wrote « the
Kamchatka business», much began to clear up for the poet - historian. Specially, when
described loss «Kamchatka’s Ermak» - Atlasova and revival of Cossack-GOTHA traditions:
«the Rioters have entered in Small City and, separated on a three, steel on three court-yard,
till ten persons together. Main of them were Daniel Ancyforov and Ivan Kozyrsky. The
rioters have plundered of the things of killed officers, have got CIRCLES, steel to bear a

banner, up to seventy five persons were multiplied, have selected by the ataman Ancyforov,
Kozyrsky - esaulom; with Tigily have brought of the things of Atlasov … on May 22 (1711)
has sailed to one Small City set kamchadals and Kuril’s men and have precipitated the
Cossacks with cry and threats. May 23 Cossacks have served a prayer service (with them
there was an archimandrite Martian …), have sent half of people on a sally. The battle kept
in the evening. The Cossacks have overcome, having lost three persons killed. The savages
had killed so many that the Large river was full by their corpses. After the victories all men
from Bolsherecky Small cities have subdued also steel yasak to pay on former. After that the
rioters in Kuril Land caught and were behind a channel on the first to the Kuril’s island and
inhabitants have imposed for the first time of the yasak» (only very not simple people could
commit such, prolonging democratic traditions of a Cossack-GOTHA’s CIRCLE). And how
much was of revolts of indigenous population of Siberia, which one Cossack-GOTHA’s
men was compelled to pacify! After the publication even such actual material the appearance
of Baron Gekkerna and Dantes, on visible, is foregone. But whether the intellectual and
spiritual and enlightenment-rebellious Labour of the Historian - Poet is estimated by his
contemporaries, how are You think ? Probably, yes, since Prince V.P.Gorchakov, one of
most respected by A.S.Pushkin of the friends, already aslope of years in the end of U1U
century, creates not only Hague International Court, but also commits not less impudent visit
to Kancler Bismark and the act of war does not start (!). The descendant of GOTHA also
SLAV have understood one another! Really Non destroy the intelligently - spiritual Labour,
of GOTHA, of their descendants, of Slavs (!).
But not only in Russia, and in many States of Europe aimed to lean on the hardworking
germans (immediate heirs GOTHA). So, it is well-known, that the agriculture of USA is
obliged to the development and competitiveness to the farmers from Germanium
("«Encyclopedia" of Rotshylda) etc. etc.
But, what such especial attracted in GOTHA and to their descendants attention of the chiefs,
both East, and West? A problem extremely interesting.
WORLD(GLOBAL) ARISTOCRACY
The outstanding spanish philosopher Hose Ortega y Gasset has divided mankind into
spiritual aristocracy and spiritual plebis. In epoch of revolt of the masses Hose Ortega y
Gasset has opposed the people which are making great demands on - to the people of crowd.
The best people bear and assert(approve) the best ideas. The person of elite is a person of
energy. The nation - on Hose Ortega y Gasset is «a human mask(oil) organized and
structured by minority of the selected individuals» («Revolt of the masses» // Ques.
Philosoph. - 1989. - a 3-4).
Just, such leaders in the majority of national societies the descendants of GOTHA act (it does
not mean, that only they, but they are more often). And why? On this problem it is possible
to give only approximate answer.
We live in very interesting time, when is forecast so much of Great discoveries for the
nearest decades (group of a Clarke), that the consciousness is failed to plot the forecasts of
their possible(probable) consequences. The mankind substantially has left in space and
already studies a Mercury, Mars and plans flights of astronauts for Mars. The person
substantially starts to affect neighboring space and starts acutely to realize value of each
lived day, special value of the existence. Industrially developed states have supplied(ensured)
to the citizens a life time at a level 75-79 years (data of 1990). Actually for anybody the
opposition of the conclusion will not call, that the high level of a civilization is more white

provides more continuous life of the population, that, certainly, is already consolidated and
on a genetic’s level.
And here we should say, that a feature of the GOTHA’s population always was the actual life
time more than 80 years for the women, despite of all complexities and difficulties. This fact
can be explained by different hypotheses. But it uniquely selects representatives of this
people from any masses.
Therefore very many today want to name themselves as the descendants of GOTHA (GODS)
or even to say, that the Gotha are the descendants their more ancient ancestors. But from
these imaginations nothing is received. The Gotha are the successors any very highly
developed CIVILIZATION, the genetic code by which one prolongs to live in their
descendants and today, specially, on a female line. By the way, it very well perceive in
Germanium, considering(counting) parentage on the mother. And the ideologists in
Germanium do not need to search of mythical Ariuses, since for actual «brilliants» of a
nation for them have before eyes practically.
You see the GOTHA’s population had really infrequent qualities, which one have found
reflection not only in monuments of culture and art, but also in a genotype. It alone also
explains effect of the long live of Cossacks on the boweries - farms, despite of extremely
rough and not distinguished by observance(holding) of a mode «of a Labour and rest» life.
Let's recollect, that Kalnyshevsky has died per 115 years, by staying 25 years on Solovky
and not bending heads before the Russian Emperors. Ii is a lot of such facts the history
knows, how are You think ?!
So, there were circumstances, that to us in arms(hand) the extremely interesting ethnographic
material has got, which one characterizes this special for a modern civilization the people.
You is fine know, that by a main specification, which one speaks about physical and moral
health of the people (about his ancient and GREAT history), is the life time of his
representatives.
We offer you to see at a photo Pelageya Danilovna Polansky, Anna Grigoryevna Muller and
Evdokiya Timofeyevna Cherniavskaya (Catholic). You can see likenesses between these
women, and you see they come from miscellaneous locales of Ukraine (Gusiatin on
boundary with Avstro-Hungary, Kiev and PriAzov; they all from GOTHA «HERMANARIHA»). Apparently, that all of them are the descendants of the Great People.
It is apparent for us, since all of them have lived very long life (on 20-25 of years more longlived, than ambient the non-gotha population) and for them nobody created «hothouse» of
conditions, and to the contrary. But main - the moral and physical health they have
transmitted to children on a female line.
Anna Grigoryevna Muller herself has lived 94 years, and her daughters, Olga and Alexandra,
have lived 86 and 79 years.
// Anna Grigoryevna knew german, and her daughters Olga and Alexandra studied german
officially in medical schools. //
Pelageya Danilovna Polansky only because of nervous shocks has lived 71 years, but all her
daughters have lived more than 80 years (Ekaterina - 84; Natalia - 81; Sofiy - 90). And it
despite of hardest living conditions!
// Pelageya Danilovna knew german, as well as her husband Paul Antonovich, and her son
and the daughters studied german in gymnasia. //
Evdokiya Timofeyevna Cherniavskaya has lived 85 years (was born on March 1, 1906, and
has died on March 31, 1991), and her three daughters now more than 70 years and they live
in Mariupol.
// The daughter of Evdokiya Timofeyevna - Olga studied german in the school. //

There can be a randomness, what all of them about large respect fell into to the german
people, and the german administration paid to them by that, how are You think ? Certainly,
no!
Evdokiya Timofeyevna Cherniavskaya put always to us as an example german punctuality
and diligence, and the german administration has salvaged her and her children in 1943.
The daughter of Anna Grigoryevna Muller – Alexandra Andreyevna Melnic worked since
1941 for 1944 in Vinnitsa in bacteriological station. Therefore she had the full right together
with the mother to live in Vinnitsa in downtown in a flat, which one was given them by
german administration.
Pelageya Danilovna Polansky have blessed of the daughters on marriage with the german
intellectuals (husband of Ekaterina in 1937 have shot), and also has approved of spoilage of
the son with Olga, daughter Anna Grigoryevna Muller.
But most interesting, that at maintenance of freedom of choice children and the grandsons
these of the GOTHA’s women find one another and aim one another to support. It was with
Alexander Pavlovich, son of Pelageya Danilovna, and Olga Andreyevnoy, daughter Anna
Grigoryevna Muller. This was watched and with Valery Alexandrovich, son Olga
Andreyevny, and Olga Vladimirovna, daughter Evdokiya Timofeyevna.
And why? That is why, that these people, as the white crows, differ in East Europe from the
people, ambient them, first of all, moral qualities and diligence. Also it is a reality, which one
it is necessary to note.
Valery Alexandrovich and Olga Vladimirovna have found one another in St.-Petersburg, by
considering in each other related throttle(douche) (in such large city!). And Olga
Vladimirovna has gone for Valery Alexandrovich in Dgambul’s area and it actually has
salvaged him.
// The son Olga Andreyevny - Valery Alexandrovich not only studied german at school, but
also handed a candidate minimum in German in Donetsk University. //
But one moment is more interesting - morals and diligence are transmitted generically. An
example can serve a series of the members of Civil International Committee (see www.cicwsc.org ). By the way, the emblem of Civil International Committee was drawn too by the
representative of the GOTHA’s population PriAzov, which one is worthy to relate to the
honest and hardworking people.
For all «of the retiring aristocrats», the names which one are adduced above high beginnings
the throttle(douche) (Reason and Bravery - on Platon - «golden” and «argentine»)
substantially predominate. Just, they - on Hose Ortega y Gasset - also are genuine carriers of
spiritual values of company.
Who PROVIDES STABILITY of the PEACEFULED SOCIAL CIRCLES?
The known sociologist of America of Russian parentage Pitirim Alexandrovich Sorokin per
20 years cited datas of Suterland, that «the companies low «of the savages» consist on the average
from 40 men, mean - from 150 men, maximum - from 360 men, company «of the barbarians»
already more numerous; the average for «lowest barbarous» of companies equals 6500 members,
mean - 220000 men., maximum - 442000 persons. The company «civilized» of the peoples … Gives
on the average digit 4200000 men (lowest), mean - 5500000 men, maximum - 24000000 men. At
last, company «cultural» of the peoples, starting with 30000000 men, reached in times P.A.Sorokina
up to 200000000 men». It is possible to add, that to company of the «cultural» peoples, as to
independent community, it is possible to attribute EUROPEAN Union, which one in 1998 included
370000000 men. With enough high density of the population - 115 men./q.km, And today number of
the EC exceeds 400 millions men.

Just, these datas have allowed the first professor of sociology of Russia and Outstanding
sociologist of USA P.A.Sorokin to formulate the concept of peacefuled circles, the size which one
grows with advance of a civilization. If we are converted to the fundamental monography modern
Ukrainian Lomonosov – George Wasilevich Schokin (« Mankind and Faith », Kiev, 2002), the datas
of Suterland gains more less rigid binding not only to historical time, but also to most it is
intelligently - spiritual to achievements of mankind. So with community in 40 men it is possible to
link discovery and usage of a fire; with company in 150 men - distribution(propagation) of the map
the woman - Goddess; with company in 360 men – have tamed a dog; with company in 6500 men production of pottery; with company in 220000 men - beginning of processing of metals and their
distribution(propagation); with company in 442000 men - population explosion and development of
trade; with company 550000 men - Production of a paper and parchment; with company 24000000
men - widespread occurrence of the legislation on principles of the natural death; with company
30000000 men - heyday of art and science (epoch of Renaissance); with company 200000000 men first association of a world(global) economic system on principles of the distributed responsibility;
with company in 370000000 men - creation of the economic international subject with the
polyalternative registration of cultural features of all peoples, dwelling in them, and ethnoses.
By the way, the mathematical view of modern growth of peacefuled circles has a following
view:
1,15
Nc = (Dreal - 1800)
;
Where:
Nc - aggregate number the person in «a peacefuled circle », mln. men;
Dreal – Date after Christmas Christly (year).
So here in creation last three most intellection fissile «of peacefuled circles » a role of the
descendants GOTHA yields to the analysis and estimation. It we shall try to light in the following
article.
***
In this short article we have tried to justify expediency of acceptance of updated date
Christianalety of Ukraine, with which one officially Christian Church educates the believers 1663.
Per 2006 we, I hope, we shall mark 1665 acceptance by Ukraine of Christianity. As important this as
relevant and Great Event for the Ukrainian people still will write both historians and christian
priests. Not many peoples of Europe can claim for such continuous history Christianity, which one
is obvious to each unbiassed reader, let alone the believer. The refinement of date of creation of the
Christian Church in Ukraine has vast value for recovery of an actual pass of a faith to hearts
Ukrainian, which one have perceived it not as the political - conjunctural solution, but as realization
fundamental for reasonable mankind of trues; not as means of strife for material benefits, and as
path to recovery of sight and PRESENT SAVING. Certainly, on our part it only first share to
national discussion of such severe STEP in SPIRITUAL CONSTRUCTION. Hundreds of the
publications and not one volume of the scientific proofs are required, that all Christian Churches and
the communities of Ukraines entering Catholic Church, have accepted updated date of creation of
the Christian Church in Ukraine. But the beginning is necessary also ROAD will master GOING!
At once there is a problem on actual date of creation of the Christian Church in Russia.
Certainly, to perceive date of baptism of the slavs, since creation of GOTHA’s Archdiocese, in
Russia will not be wishing. It is necessary to perceive and to know the Russians, as Russia entered

GOTHAs and also of their descendants in the ethnos in some stages(phases) and practically always
with large pressure(voltage,stress) of forces. It can not pass without consequences for a national
self-consciousness, above which one is already invalid to commit experiments. But actually of any
strained interpretations also it is not required, and it is necessary only to follow to the historical
TRUTH.
We shall be set by a problem, and why «varyge» -Gotha’s soldiers of Askold and Dir so
easily has accepted slav Oleg (882-912). You see Askold was already christian and, certainly, all his
soldiers was christian (bishop Michael could not nothing do). Really riddle if not to take into
account, that all first slavonic kings came in Kiev not from the Murom forests, and from this
PriAzov, as Gotha, only on the part of Kuban (where then placed the Tmutarokan’s principality).
They could reach an authority only «having civilized» interacting with Bospor’s Kingdom. And this
interaction could not eliminate Christianity. Most likely, almost all soldiers of the slavs was
Christianity since to accept christianity soldier easier, than King, which one should receive weight
«unpopular» (frequently contradicting to the precepts) solutions.
If not this spiritual unified for different ethnoses a rod, would be difficult(complex) «varyge»
-Gotha’s soldiers to be subject slavonic King, and they were subject. Therefore conclusions
respected reader, do himself.
Only we shall add, that in archives of monasteries, probably, it is possible to find even lists
of the slavs, catechuman in christianity, in Bospor’s Kingdom in 4 century, and also names executed
this activity among the slavs of the Bishops, which one also had blessed on this ministering in
Constantinople. Not forgetting Georgian King Ioann Mtacmindely, received in the award for a valid
service from the Byzantian Emperor an island Athos, in U century has based an internationally
known today monastery. The archives of this monastery did not shine and were not deleted. And
unless all archives of Rostov and Krasnodar are studied? In general Russia interesting country - in
2002 to me was possible to find in the library of Rostov of the book, which one were not in the State
central Library (Moscow). It is necessary only to look … Certainly, the path of the expressed idea to
decision marking at a state level will take in Russia not one year. At first, will be full ignoring this
idea. Only, when will publish archives, suddenly one of the statesmen officially will exclaim: « we
always knew it and already have scheduled CELEBRATION 1600 (or 1670) acceptance of
Christianity by Russian people!» As it would be desirable, that it was held as soon as possible. You
see the Faith cannot be received as the tool of policy!
Such conjuncture will redeem by centuries!
-----------------------------------------------Alexander Vasiljev, Valery Vasiljev
Mariupol, Old Kremnes, TANAIS Region
August 11, 2004
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The minutes of joint session
of Presidium of the Azov Department of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity,
Civil International Committee on preparation of a world(global) public opinion for realization of the
First World-wide Congress of a Spiritual Unification in New York and managemers of Institute of
economical and socio-cultural researches on discussion of the article " Gotha in Europe: One
thousand six hundred (1600) years of Christian Church on Ukraine - example of implementation of
the Law Non-Destroy of an Intelligently - spiritual Labour in selfless activity Metropoli’s Gotey and
Cafa of stand in Crimea and in Mariupol " and made RECOMMENDATIONS.
August 12, 2004

Mariupol

Were present:
President - Chairman of the Azov Department of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise
activity, Chairman of Civil International Committee (CIC), academician of Academy of economic
sciences of Ukraine, academician of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity of
Russia, academician of the New York Academy of Sciences, member of a Research Board of the
Advisers of the American Biographic Institute, member of International Biographic Center of
Cambridge, Doctor Valery Alexandrovich Vasiljev;
Vice-chairman of the Azov Department of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity,
Vice- chairman of Civil International Committee (CIC), academician of the New York Academy of
Sciences, Honorary Member of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity of Russia,
member of the AAAS, member of a Research Board of the Advisers of the American Biographic
Institute, Dr econ. Alexander Valerjevich Vasiljev ;
Scientific secretary of the Azov Department of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise
activity, secretary of Civil International Committee (CIC), scientific secretary of Institute of
Economical and Socio- Cultural Researches Marina Genadievna Tuzovskaya and Olga A.
Vasiljeva, Elena Gartung, Olga V. Vasiljeva, Valentina Uhno and other members “Azov Academy”
and IESCR.

Problem:
Discussion of the article " Gotha in Europe: One thousand six hundred (1600) years of Christian
Church on Ukraine - example of implementation of the Law Non-Destroy of an Intelligently spiritual Labour in selfless activity Metropoli’s Gotey and Cafa of stand in Crimea and in Mariupol
" and made RECOMMENDATIONS.
LISTENED:
Valery A. Vasiljev, which one explicitly has described positive consequences of acceptance of
updated dates of acceptance of christianity in Ukraine and Russia. He has underlined importance
following to the historical truth during an actual globalization not only apart economic, but also it is
intelligently - spiritual life on a planet.
HAVE ACTED:
Each present has backed up the designed recommendations and, apart, have underlined sympathetic
attitude to the conducted researches on the part of the orthodox priests of Mariupol and all
monogynopaedium of the member of Soyuz of the artists of Ukraine Lelj Nikolaevich Kuzminkov.
HAVE DECIDED:
1. To appeal for(ask) mass media of Ukraine and Russia, and also international news agencies and
publishing houses of carrying on universities to publish the article: " Gotha in Europe: One thousand
six hundred (1600) years of Christian Church on Ukraine - example of implementation of the Law
Non-Destroy of an Intelligently - spiritual Labour in selfless activity Metropoli’s Gotey and Cafa of
stand in Crimea and in Mariupol".
2. To appeal for(ask) government of Ukraine to develop a complex of solemn measures to
Celebration in 2006 1665 of Christian Church on Ukraine.
3. To appeal for(ask) a managers of a Aphon’s monastery, Rostov University, Krasnodar University,
and also all archives of the Rostov and Krasnodar areas to conduct search of lists of the slavs
accepting christianity in 4 century as a result of missionary activity of the bishops of Bospor’s
Kingdom.
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